The automotive industry has made much efforts to deliver finished vehicles to customers with speed and reliability. Decreasing the time a vehicle stays within an assembly plant from production release to shipment contributes to reduce the total order lead-time and consequently, the total transportation cost as well. Conventional shipment planning algorithms are limited in accommodating the dynamics of assembly plant operations as to finished vehicle shipment. This paper presents a market-based multi-agent shipment planning algorithm to optimize the performance of vehicle shipment process, capturing the operationally disruptive events. Experimental results using simulation show that the algorithm improves vehicle shipment performance with respect to lead time, labor efficiency, finished product quality, and transportation efficiency.
Introduction
The automotive companies have been executing a business model, say, the order-to-delivery (OTD), to achieve order lead time reduction, order delivery date reliability improvement, and order visibility to customers. The vision of the OTD is defined [1] as "Personalized vehicles provided with zero customer inconvenience".
Its challenge is to transform the automotive industry to a sense-and-respond enterprise focused on customers. This transformation impacts business operations of every supply chain member: suppliers, manufacturers, distributers, and dealers, and it requires changes in their business processes. The key objectives of the OTD business model are as follows:
(1) Order-to-delivery lead-time reduction between dealer/customer order and vehicle delivery. web-enabled resources for supply chain visibility. (4) Supply chain constraints elimination to quickly sense and meet true market demand. An automaker wants to respond to customer's personalized vehicle request through fast, flexible, and interactive business processes across the extended enterprise. The automaker's commitment for satisfying the customer's choice of vehicle, delivery time, and delivery location enhances customer confidence. In the OTD business model, customer demand triggers an order for raw material, production, and subsequent shipment of the finished vehicle to the delivery location, typically, a dealer. The customer demand drives the production schedule and material procurement as well as the scope and size of resources and the capacity of supply, production, and logistics processes.
Finished vehicles are moved from assembly plant to its adjacent shipping yard and held until ready for shipment to dealers or distribution centers. An automotive company in the U.S. has 20 to 30 assembly plants and 30 to 40 vehicle distribution centers in North America where the vehicles reside for a few days for shipment mix and consolidation. The amount of time each vehicle stays at these facilities constitutes a big portion of the total OTD time, and decreasing this time is crucial to achieve the OTD lead-time reduction. In addition, if the automaker wants to ensure the visibility of all the vehicles along the delivery chain, it can provide the customers with more reliable delivery dates as well as better order status. For each objective stated above, the automaker should investigate a solution. Whereas the automaker should invest in a new technology to achieve the last two objectives, the first two objectives could be accomplished in part by improving the current vehicle shipment practices. Vehicle shipment environment consists in inherent dynamic nature. Conventional shipment methods are limited to handle daily occurring disruptive events. This paper is to present a new method for dynamically optimizing vehicle shipment process by taking all the dynamic events into account for building shipment loads. This paper is organized as follows. Next section presents the methodology that accommodates the dynamic shipment method, while stating the limitations of conventional shipment methods. Then, analysis results are provided. Next, managerial implications are discussed. Finally, conclusions are provided.
Methodology

Vehicle Shipment Environment
Every day, thousands of vehicles are produced at an automotive assembly plant. As shown in Fig. 1 , once a vehicle is completely assembled, it is inspected and transferred to yard operator at hand-off area, and yard operator deploys the vehicle in an empty parking spot. The vehicles deployed in yard are shipped out to dealers or distribution centers via two modes of transportation, namely, truck and rail. The deployment is an activity to put a vehicle in a particular bay of the yard and the shipment is about building shipment loads for delivering the vehicles. If the vehicle is transported by rail, it is deployed in rail shipment parking area. If the vehicle is transported by truck, it is deployed in truck shipment parking area. A certain portion of the vehicles deployed at the plant yard is put on hold for various reasons: bad parts from suppliers, production quality defects, carrier unavailability, and insufficient dealer lot to hold vehicles. When the plant quality department needs to locate a range of vehicles to put on hold, it is time consuming and labor intensive. Despite that, it is critical to locate the vehicles having some deviations in the plant before shipping because more efforts are needed to resolve the deviations at dealer sites. A vehicle could be deployed in a wrong spot, called misbay (several times a day), and loaded in a wrong truck/rail, called misload (several times a week). If either a misbay or a misload is found before shipment, a couple of hours is needed for correction. If this problem is discovered after the shipment, it costs much more, say, three to four times more. These operational disruptions could occur at the shipment yard anytime, and cause prolonged vehicle dwell time (the time a vehicle stays at a facility, e.g., here at the yard), shipment abnormality, and labor cost increase.
A distribution center has similar operational environment and, additionally, it sorts out the vehicles shipped from different assembly plants by geographical regions and consolidates the vehicles going to similar destinations. The distribution centers should maintain high customer service level by efficient delivery schedule to meet the available-to-promise (ATP) commitments. The ATP is the promised delivery date issued by an automaker to the customer and is one of the important performance measures in the automotive industry to determine the customer service level which offers a competitive advantage in the market.
Conventional Shipment Methods
The shipment decision problem, also called load makeup problem, is to load a set of vehicles with different destinations onto either trucks or trains to minimize both total vehicle dwell time and total transportation cost. The load makeup planning is a two-layer NP-hard problem with two conflicting objectives. That is, the yard manager wants to minimize the total transportation distance as well as to ship out the vehicles that are stayed longest first. Three algorithms are applicable to build the shipment loads in a static manner: Empirical (EM), Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), and Vehicle Routing Optimization (VRO).
The EM algorithm imitates the planning behavior of the yard manager. Every morning the yard manager obtains both shipment truck and train schedules for the same day and current vehicle inventory information of the yard. The yard manager finds an oldest vehicle that will become the leading vehicle in load building. Starting from the leading vehicle, the manager starts searching for the vehicles having closer destinations to the leading one. The vehicles going to the same dealer of the leading vehicle are selected first and next, the vehicles having the destinations of the same demand area, typically, adjacent cities or states, are chosen until the capacity of a truck or a train is filled out. However, the yard manager does not consider uncertain dynamics that could occur during the day.
In the MST algorithm, instead of using the concept of demand areas and their adjacency relationships, each load clusters its vehicles using the rule of minimum spanning tree, which is usually used to find a tree in a graph with the minimum summation of weights of connecting arcs [2] . The distance between any two dealers is already known. Different from normal MST, the MST for load makeup is restricted such that the size of each tree is limited to the capacity of the corresponding truck. The algorithm starts from an oldest or a customized order vehicle. In the searching process, the whole set of vehicles is divided into two exclusive sets: one set contains the vehicles already assigned to loads and the other contains the vehicles not assigned to loads. A priority queue stores all the pairs of vehicles with the enumeration of all the loaded vehicles and all the unloaded vehicles. The queue is sorted out by the distance of two vehicles in a pair. During each step, the pairs are composed of the vehicle just added into the loaded set and all the other vehicles are inserted into the priority queue. Then, the top pair with minimum distance is chosen and the relevant vehicle is moved from the unloaded set to the loaded set, with other constraints checked. Finally, the pairs related to the chosen vehicle are all deleted from the queue. After all the loads are built, a traveling salesman problem (TSP) is solved for each load. The MST algorithm is an approximate approach because the TSP is not directly used for clustering. Refer to Kim and et al. [3] for more details.
The VRO algorithm for the load makeup has two distinctions compared with normal vehicle routing problem: first, the capacities of trucks are different; second, there are more vehicles available than scheduled number of trucks. The VRO algorithm is a composite method that consists of two main steps. In the first 한국시뮬레이션학회 논문지 step, multiple routes are constructed sequentially for all the available trucks by assuming enough trucks are available for load makeup. In the second step, the routes constructed are improved based on heuristic rules that exchange some nodes between two routes.
Limitations of Conventional Shipment Algorithms
Although the MST and VRO algorithm could improve the load makeup performance to a certain extent, they are not good enough like the EM algorithm to take into account the most recently updated information regarding both the vehicles and the yard. Between a load building and a truck arrival, yard conditions may change and unexpected events may occur. These uncertainties could disrupt the entire shipment plan. As shown in Fig. 2 , vehicles are deployed at the yard from t1 to t2. At t2, loads are built only for the vehicles physically stayed in the yard. From t3 to t4, when trucks arrive at the yard, the vehicles are lined up for loading. The vehicles are loaded on the trucks from t4 to t5 and shipped out from t5 to t6 in a given sequence. In other words, load makeup is being done in a structured, sequential manner based on the vehicle information available at t2. However, during any time between t1 to t4 (even for the time from t4 to t5), the yard and vehicle status could be dynamically changed according to various regular and exceptional events, and these changes should be captured in load planning and lineup process. Dynamically occurring events include the new vehicle arrivals, the vehicles redeployed from quality holds and repairs, the vehicles changed in bay locations, and the schedule changes of trucks assigned to the yard. In addition, load building should consider other information, such as, advanced production notifications, projected truck dispatching schedules, predicted future shipment schedules, and yard personnel availability status. More importantly, these uncertain disruptive events need to be captured in the shipment algorithm for optimal decision-making. It is very challenging, perhaps, impossible, for both the MST and the VRO algorithm to model these dynamic behavior.
Dynamic Optimization
We may have two strategies for load makeup planning. One strategy is to just use the EM, MST, or VRO algorithm for building every load based on static environment information. This strategy can be prone to expensive computation, which requires a large amount of computation time that may be longer than the time gap between load makeups and thus, might not produce the resulting loads within a given time. From operational perspectives, solving the whole problem at every load building could totally change the previous solution, which causes inconsistency for shipment process, that is, too much change could occur in vehicle-destination pairs of the resulting loads. Also, this strategy is not effective to capture the difficult-to-model dynamic information mentioned above.
The other strategy is to search the optimal solution starting from an existing solution. This strategy is also termed as dynamic optimization or continual optimization [4] that was adopted in this paper. Instead of solving the entire problem again, a new solution is sought from the solution obtained by one of the static algorithms. This strategy may avoid three drawbacks of the first strategy: high computational time, solution inconsistency, and information modeling ineffectiveness. The concept of dynamic optimization is in some sense similar to postoptimality analysis of linear programming using simplex method, in which the simplex pivots start with an existing optimal solution before the parameters or constraints are changed [5] .
For our dynamic optimization of the load makeup, we need to do the load building anytime on demand according to the yard status, and the solution obtained from a static optimization is used as an initial solution. This makes sense practically because the possible number of load makeups cannot be infinite because the number of shipment trucks and vehicles is finite. Different from static optimization, any dynamic changes occurring between load planning periods are tracked and used to trigger incremental optimization.
Market-based Multi-agent System Architecture
To achieve the dynamic optimization, we need a computational architecture and a mechanism to effectively collect and coordinate the dynamical events among several operational players of the yard. A multi-agent system (MAS) has been suggested as a promising information infrastructure and solution approach for planning problems that are distributed, complex, and heterogeneous [6, 7] . A leader-follower problem was discussed for a multi-agent system having a switching interconnection topology [8] . A distributed computation model was studied to optimize convex objective functions of multi-agent system using subgradient optimization [9] . A constrained consensus and optimization was presented for multi-agent networks with time-varying connectivity [10] . Agent-based approaches and classic optimization techniques, including heuristic search, are compared for dynamically distributed resource allocation [11] . Agent-based approaches fit better to situations where problem domain is large, node or link failure is high, frequency of decision-making is high, problem structure is frequently changed, and private or local information is important. Our problem exhibits all these characteristics that make MAS a good choice for our purpose. Because the shipment yard involves multiple parties and has the characteristics of a market, we can establish the MAS framework by defining a number of agents to which we assign different functions of the market. In addition, the concept of market equilibrium is analogous to the incremental optimality that can change the optimal solution according to the dynamics influencing the shipment process. From the perspective of game theory, the equilibrium of a perfect market is reached at the point where no one is interested in selling and buying. This concept is used to decide when the market heuristic process should stop [12] . As previous research, the author presented an agent-based shipment algorithm for capacitated vehicle routing problem with load balancing [13] . Three types of agents are created: yard agent, load agents, monitor agent. The yard agent represents the shipment yard. Its behavior includes: monitoring and updating vehicle location database to detect newly available vehicles; deriving dwell time for a vehicle and lineup time for a load; having future production schedules; serving as a trading agent in the market heuristic. A load agent represents a truck and its main behavior includes: building a load using the guaranteed vehicle information; monitoring lineup and execution of the load; serving as a trading agent in the market heuristic. The monitor agent monitors and coordinates buying and selling proposals and decides winning agents.
To emulate a market in the shipment environment, a yard agent and a group of load agents are designated as traders, vehicles as products, and cost savings as profits. The yard agent and the load agents propose their selling or buying proposals based on their constraints, capabilities, and interests. The market monitor collects these proposals, and each of which is identified with a vehicle. The yard agent, multiple load agents, and the market monitor constitute all the players in the emulated market.
In normal trading, double auction interactions take place, that is, a buyer has the ability to buy a vehicle from anybody who wants to sell. One round of interaction has two proposing steps. In the first step, the selling agents propose their asks; in the following step, the buying agents make their bids based on the asks proposed in the first step. With the collected proposals, the monitor agent then decide the winners of double auction.
Sell/Buy Decisions
The selling decision problem is to determine which vehicle a load agent or the yard agent sells. First, consider the sell decision of a load agent. Let   denote 한국시뮬레이션학회 논문지 the set of destinations that truck j (j=0 for the yard agent) plans to deliver the corresponding vehicles. The decision problem is to determine the vehicle with destination    (   ∈   ) to be deleted. The vehicle to be deleted is proposed for selling. A deterministic decision is made through finding the vehicle with the maximum deletion cost and is described in Equation
(1). ∆      represents the deletion cost of removing the vehicle with destination from the current load agent that maintains minimum total distance for all the possible links that truck travels.
Second, when the yard agent sells a vehicle, the deterministic decision can be made by
∆      denotes the insertion cost of adding the vehicle with destination   from the yard agent to the load agent. The stochastic decision is based on the probability distribution related to the deletion cost of all the vehicles in the load agent using Equation (2) . Likewise, the stochastic decision is made for the yard agent accordingly.
The buying decision problem is to determine which vehicle a load agent buys. Let   denote the set of destinations whose corresponding vehicles are proposed to be sold by all the selling agents during one round of double auction interaction. The decision problem is for the load agent j to determine the vehicle with destination    ∈  to be included in its routing plan. The deterministic decision is to find the destination with the maximum positive benefit, which is described in Equation (3), where the dot means that every selling agent can be considered. When the load agent j buys   , choose the selling agent that results in maximum positive benefit globally. This means we should consider the deletion cost of   from the selling agent satisfying Equation (3). The yard agent has no right to buy.
Likewise, the probability distribution in the stochastic model can be calculated by Equation (4) .
A special interaction is designed to handle the situation of fully capacitated load agents. At the beginning of dynamic optimization, most load agents are full with vehicles and have no ability to buy any other vehicles. We design surplus trading to deal with this situation. In the surplus trading, a fully capacitated load agent exchanges one of its vehicles with one of the vehicles of the yard agent. Since a fully capacitated load agent has no vacancy to include another vehicle in its routing plan, it is only interested in trading in a vehicle from the yard agent and trading out one of its own vehicles. The vehicle to trade out is called a surplus vehicle, which is left over and to be returned to the yard agent. The surplus trading between a fully capacitated load agent and the yard agent keeps the balance of the number of vehicles between the shipment yard and the scheduled trucks. The balance is one of the important constraints of the original load makeup planning problem. In the surplus trading, the yard agent becomes passive and does not actively make decisions, but provides the vehicle requested by the load agent and always accepts the surplus vehicles without conditions. The decision-making in the surplus trading can be deterministic or stochastic. The deterministic model addresses the self-interest of the load agent. The stochastic model makes the load agent possibly yield its self-interest to other load agents.
Distributed algorithms
The algorithms of market heuristic automatically connect all the market players with interactions in a distributed manner. The algorithms of each agent are described as follows.
The yard agent iterates the following steps.
Step 1. Wait for the synchronous signal from the scheduler. If expired, terminate the algorithm.
Step 2. Generate a trading action upon three options: selling, buying, or keep silent using a uniform discrete distribution. If the trading action is to buy or keep silent, go to Step 5.
Step 3. A vehicle is chosen to sell using Equation Step 2. Generate a trading action in the same way as in the yard agent. If the trading action is to buy, go to Step 5; if the trading action is to sell, go to Step 3.
Step 3. A vehicle is chosen to sell using Equation (1) or (2); Step 4. Wait for the winning decision from the scheduler. If the signal of winning is notified, remove the vehicle from its vehicle set and go to Step 1; Step 5. If this load agent is fully capacitated, go to
Step 9;
Step 6. Wait for the selling list from the scheduler;
Step 7. A vehicle is chosen to buy using Equation (3) or (4); Step 8. Wait for the winning decision from the scheduler. If the signal of winning is notified, insert the vehicle into its vehicle set and go to
Step 1.
Step 9. The decision about surplus trading is made by maximizing the benefit generated from trading, i.e., the difference between the deletion cost of one of the vehicles from the load agent and the insertion cost of one of the vehicles from the yard agent.
Step 10. Wait for the winning decision from the scheduler. If the signal of winning is notified, delete the vehicle selected for trading and insert the other vehicle from the yard agent into its vehicle set and go to Step 1. The monitor agent iterates the following steps.
Step 1. Send synchronous signal to all the traders;
Step 2. Collect all the selling proposals;
Step 3. Send the list of selling proposals to the buying agents;
Step 4. Collect all the buying proposals;
Step 5. Decide the winning traders and notify them;
Step 6. If convergence criteria are satisfied, terminate the algorithm; Step 7. Go to Step 1.
Modeling shipment operations environment
To validate the multi-agent distributed algorithm, we implemented the algorithm in a simulated shipment environment. Modeling real world operations is classified into two groups [14] : one is analytical group, including mathematical model [15] , mixed integer programming [16, 17] , and the other is simulation group, such as, system dynamics [18, 19] , agent-based modeling [20, 21] , and discrete event simulation [22, 23] . Analytical approach has been used for modeling and analyzing at strategic, high level, but due to their over-simplification and long computation time, they would be intractable for operational level of analysis. Simulation approach has been used for the purpose of various supply chain modeling and analysis. The complexity of shipment yard business processes lends itself to select a simulation-based approach. In particular, considering the operational characteristics of shipment process, the discrete event simulation was the best fit to our objectives. A simulator was developed to emulate yard operations by visualizing all the processes and components. Simulation events include vehicle release from the plant, vehicle deployment to the yard, vehicle loading onto rail and truck, and vehicle shipment. Simulation entities include yard personnel, loading personnel, plant personnel, vehicles, railcars, and trucks. The simulator consists of four parts: (a) layout modeling of shipment yard; (b) operations modeling of shipment; (c) graphical animations of yard operations; and (d) planner for shipment algorithms. The market-based multi-agent decision algorithm was implemented within the simulator as part of the planner.
Analysis Results
A simulation was conducted to analyze the performance of the market-based dynamic optimization approach. Each simulation run produced different number of vehicles and, approximately, 200,000 vehicles were produced at an assembly plant during the 300 production days and shipped to 301 dealers having different demand percentages. As shown in Table 1 , for each of all four algorithms, twenty simulation runs were conducted to reduce random effects and the simulation outputs were analyzed with the 5% significance. Simulation parameters, such as, production volume, shipment frequency, and number of yard operators were calibrated to ensure that the simulated current practice reflects actual current operations. The vehicle deployment time to yard and the vehicle loading time on a truck are set to the exponential distribution with the mean of 10 minutes, reflecting real practice. Truck shipment is more important than rail shipment because of its higher shipment frequency, volume, and complexity. So we show the analysis results only for truck shipment.
Four algorithms, namely EM, VRO, MST, and MST Dyn (MST combined with dynamic optimization) are tested using the simulation. In particular, the MST Dyn algorithm considers the most recently updated vehicle and yard status. Table 1 summarizes the performance comparison for four algorithms. Regarding the mean travel distance, EM algorithm showed the best performance because it is conservative on the transportation cost. But for the dwell time, EM algorithm produced the worst performance because it is unrestrained on the dwell time and waits enough vehicles close to each other are released to the yard prior to building a new load. EM algorithm clusters vehicles only considering those vehicles in the same or neighboring destinations. Some vehicles could wait in the yard for a long time. MST Dyn algorithm produced the second best travel distance. For the mean dwell time, MST Dyn algorithm generated the best performance because it takes the dwell time requirement as the first priority and then, runs local optimization on transportation cost. MST algorithm follows next. VRO algorithm showed worse performance because it optimizes the transportation cost approximately without considering the dwell time requirement until the loads are all built. EM algorithm produced the worst performance that resulted in the maximum wait time limit on the contract between the assembly plant and the transportation carrier. For the variance of dwell time, MST Dyn produced the best performance and VRO algorithm the worst because the VRO only optimizes the travel distances without any consideration on the dwell time. Also notice that only MST Dyn produced 100% truck utilization. Based on these results, we can conclude that MST Dyn algorithm produced the best performance overall.
Managerial Implications
Plant management has made an effort to reduce the OTD lead-time at manufacturing, for example, diminishing quality defects by tight quality assurance and control. Once a vehicle is complete in production and transferred to a transportation carrier, the ownership of the vehicle is moved to the carrier as well. The carrier has made much efforts to reduce the vehicle dwell time at shipment yard. In other words, two parties have done their best individually. However, the OTD dwell time and transportation cost cannot be improved unless these two parties are coordinated to one another. The dynamic optimization method facilitates the coordination of operations between the plant and the shipment yard because it continuously shares the updated changes with other agents.
In addition, the dynamic optimization could be enhanced by coordinating with the plant computer controlled manufacturing information systems, such as, manufacturing process monitoring and control, quality control, equipment management, and material management. These information systems could feed up-to-date production status and control data to the dynamic optimization algorithm for more accurate and timely decision making by capturing the most recent operational progress. By so doing, planning and executing the vehicle shipment is dynamically synchronized with computer controlled production throughput.
Plant management has been keen on those four measures analyzed in the previous section. Based on the insights of improved measures through dynamic optimization, the plant manager needs to establish follow-up actions to further enhance the measures by continuously improving associated business processes and encouraging active people involvement to support the dynamic decision making. As a follow-up for business process improvement, the plant manager could develop a new process to achieve timely reports of operational abnormality from plant and yard workers. People engagement could be fostered by developing training sessions for emphasis of the importance of supporting the OTD lead-time reduction effort. The automaker's top management has also been very interested in the magnitude of the reduction in the OTD lead-time along with the transportation cost because the resulting rippling effect would apply to other assembly plants and distribution centers. The rippling effect would be additionally magnified when production volume increases.
Conclusions and Future Study
Our analysis results have showed that dynamic decision algorithm based on the multi-agent computational architecture and market-based heuristics improved the performance of vehicle shipment. It could significantly improve customer satisfaction by reducing mean and variance of dwell time, save transportation cost by reducing travel distance, and decrease labor cost by increasing labor utilization. The results have demonstrated that the dynamic optimization approach produced better performance than any other static algorithms that are limited in capturing the dynamics of the shipment business environment. The dynamic optimization could further assist the automaker to reduce warranty cost by identifying defective (abnormal) vehicles prior to shipment to customers. Another important goal in managing a shipment yard is to determine the right number of people. Excessive operational costs usually arise when there is an oversupply or under-supply of labor [17] . Moreover, when more accurate and timely vehicle information is available to agents, the dynamic optimization method could accomplish further reduction of the OTD lead-time and the transportation cost. This may require establishing information infrastructure that cultivates seamless business connectivity between existing plant manufacturing systems and vehicle delivery systems.
As a further study, we need to conduct a comprehensive research on more advanced algorithms that could be successfully applied for dynamic optimization. This may include the algorithms based on immunization, market behaviors or insect world, or distributed metaheuristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm, simulated 한국시뮬레이션학회 논문지 annealing, and tabu search. An effort is needed to provide guidance on which algorithm produces best performance under real-time environment.
